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QUESTION 1

Which three are valid ways to populate a display item? 

A. initial Value property 

B. User input 

C. When-Button-Pressed trigger 

D. Calculation 

E. Executing a query 

Correct Answer: ACD 

C: You can use the attachable PL/SQL libraries to implement a flexible message function formessages that 

are displayed programmatically by the built-in routines MESSAGE orCHANGE_ALERT_MESSAGE, or by 

assigning a message to a display item from a triggeror procedure. 

D: Creating Calculated Items 

Change the Item Type to Display Item. 

Set the Calculation Mode property to Formula. 

Set the Formula property to the required formula. 

Incorrect answers: 

B: Display items and text items are fairly similar and share many of the same properties. The biggest difference between
the two is that a user can navigate to a text item and change its value. This is not possible with a display item. As its
name implies, it merely displays information. 

Note: Display items do not allow any user interaction - they merely display data and never accept cursor focus. 

Use a display item for the following situations: 

* 

Null-canvas fields 

* 

Context fields 

* 

Fields that act as titles or prompts 

 

QUESTION 2
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Which statement is true about flexible code? 

A. It is designed for reuse. 

B. It typically includes hard-coded object names. 

C. It is more difficult to maintain. 

D. It is more difficult to write, so it decreases developer productivity. 

E. It is specific to a particular module. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which four types of variables must have their names preceded by a colon when they are referenced in trigger code? 

A. PL/SQL variables 

B. Form items 

C. global variables 

D. system variables 

E. parameters 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

D: Example: 

On calling the 

raiseEvent method, a trigger named WHEN-CUSTOM-JAVASCRIPT-EVENT is fired on the server side. 

declare 

event_val varchar2(300):= :system.javascript_event_value; begin 

if (:system.javascript_event_name=\\'show\\') then 

handleShowEvent(event_val); 

elsif(:system.javascript_event_name=\\'grab\\') then 

handleGrabEvent(event_val); 

else 

null; 

end if; 
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end; 

 

QUESTION 4

In the Orders form, users often have a need to return to the first record. Because there are many employee records, it
may take a long time for them to scroll up to the first record, so you create a button with the label First Record. 

When users click the first Record button, you want to display your own custom message instead of the 

system message "FRM-40100: At first record." 

The system message should be displayed in other cases when users attempt to scroll above the first 

record. 

You code the following When-Button-Pressed trigger: 

:SYSTEM.mesage_level := \\'5\\' 

UP; 

WHILE FORM_SUCCESS LOOP 

UP; 

END LOOP; 

MESSAGE (\\'This is the first Order\\'); 

The button works perfectly to return to the first record and display your custom message instead of the 

system message. However, users report that as they continue to use the form after clicking the button, no 

longer see other helpful messages. For example, the message "FRM 40102: 

Record must be entered or deleted first" no longer appears when they attempt to scroll past the last record. 

How can you resolve this Issue so that all system messages continue to be displayed after the trigger code 

runs? 

A. instead of setting the system message level to 5 in the code, set it to 50. 

B. instead of setting the system message level to 5 in the code, set it to 25. 

C. Add the line of code just before the end of the loop to reset the system message level. 

D. Add a line of code just after the end of the loop to reset the system message level. 

E. Instead of setting the system message level in the When-Button-Pressed trigger, use an On- Error trigger to
customize the message. 

F. Set the system message level in a When-New-Form-Instance trigger, so that all system messages appear except
when in the scope of the trigger. 
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Correct Answer: F 

Incorrect answers: 

A, B: changing the system message level would not help. 

C, D: The line would have to be added after the line MESSAGE (\\'This is the first Order\\'); in order to work. 

 

QUESTION 5

View the Exhibit. 

The Summit menu is attached to the Orders form. The Toggle Autoquery menu item is a check box that 

toggles whether a query is automatically performed when the Orders form is first invoked. If the check box 

is deselected, users must manually query. 
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In addition to using the menu, users want to be able to toggle the autoquery preference directly from the 

form. You add a button named Toggle Autoquery with the following When-Button- Pressed trigger: 

DECLARE 

mi_id MENUITEMS; 

BEGIN 

mi_id ;=FIND_ITEM (\\'Preferences.AutoQuery\\') 

/* Determine the current checked static of the AutoCommit menu checkbox item And toggle the checked 

state*/ 

IF GET_ITEM_PROPERTY (mi_id, CHECKED) = \\'TRUE\\' THEN 

SET_ITEM_PROPERTY (mi_id, CHECKED, PROPERTY_FALSE); 

ELSE 

SET_ITEM_PROPERTY (mi_id, CHECKED, PROPERTY_TRUE); 

END IF; 

END; 

However, the trigger does not compile. What three changes must you make so that the trigger compiles 

successfully? 

A. Change FIND_ITEM to FIND_MENU_ITEM. 

B. Change \\'preferences.AutoQuery\\' to \\'orders.preferences.AutoQuery\\'. 

C. Change \\'preferences.AutoQuery\\' to \\'AutoQuery\\'. 

D. Change \\'preferences.AutoQuery\\' to \\'ORDERS.PREFERENCES>AUTOQUERY\\'. 

E. Change \\'preferences.AutoQuery\\' to \\'AUTOQUERY\\'. 

F. Change GET_ITEM_PROPERTY to GET_MENU_ITEM_PROPERTY 

G. Change SET_ITEM_PROPERTY to SET_MENU_ITEM_PROPERTY 

H. Change PROPERTY_FALSE to \\'FALSE\\'. 

I. Change PROPERTY_TRUE to \\'TRUE\\'. 

Correct Answer: AFG 

A: Note: FIND_MENU_ITEM built-in Description Searches the list of menu items and returns a menu item ID when it
finds a valid menu item with the given name. You must define an appropriately typed variable to accept the return value.
Define the variable with a type of MenuItem. 

Note 2: 
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FIND_ITEM built-in 

Description 

Searches the list of items in a given block and returns an item ID when it finds a valid item with the given 

name. You must define an appropriately typed variable to accept the return value. Define the variable 

with a type of Item. 

Example (with FIND_MENU_ITEM, GET_MENU_ITEM_PROPERTY, 

SET_MENU_ITEM_PROPERTY) 

FIND_MENU_ITEM examples 

/* 

** Built-in: FIND_MENU_ITEM 

** Example: Find the id of a menu item before setting 

** multiple properties 

*/ 

PROCEDURE Toggle_AutoCommit_Mode IS 

mi_id MenuItem; 

val VARCHAR2(10); 

BEGIN 

mi_id := Find_Menu_Item(\\'Preferences.AutoCommit\\'); 

/* 

** Determine the current checked state of the AutoCommit ** menu checkbox item 

*/ 

val := Get_Menu_Item_Property(mi_id,CHECKED); 

/* 

** Toggle the checked state 

*/ 

IF val = \\'TRUE\\' THEN 

Set_Menu_Item_Property(mi_id,CHECKED,PROPERTY_FALSE); 

ELSE 

Set_Menu_Item_Property(mi_id,CHECKED,PROPERTY_TRUE); 
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END IF; 

END; 
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